Molecular methods to determine the profile of resistance to RMP and INH in the mycobacteria
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The aim of this study was to use molecular methods to determine the profile of resistance to rifampicin (RMP or RIF) and isoniazid (INH) in mycobacteria from tuberculosis patients in Senegal. Sputum samples (48) received by the mycobacterial laboratory of the National Antituberculosis Program (NATP) in Senegal between 2012 and 2014 were studied. Most of these samples came from patients in treatment failure or relapse (58.33%). They were tested with the Xpert MTB/RIF or line-probe assays (LPAs) or both. 17 (35.41%) isolates resistant to INH, 16 (33.33%) resistant to RMP, and 16 that were multidrug-resistant (MDR) (33.33%) were identified. Two isolates (4.16%) were susceptible to INH, but resistant to RMP (INH-S/RIF-R). The molecular tests facilitated the rapid detection of MDR isolates. However, INH resistance should be assessed in all cases in which RIF resistance is detected, given the demonstrated existence of INH-S/RIF-R strains.
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INTRODUCTION

With an annual incidence exceeding 300 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in some countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, tuberculosis remains a major public health problem (Mbatchou et al., 2008). This disease is treated with a combination of four antituberculosis drugs: rifampicin (RMP), isoniazid (INH), ethambutol (EMB), and streptomycin (SM). Multi-resistance to antituberculous drugs (multidrug resistance or MDR) is defined as resistance to both RMP and INH (Kurbatova et al., 2012). The objective of this study was to use molecular methods to determine the profile of resistance to RMP and INH in the mycobacteria present in tuberculosis patients in Senegal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sputum samples received by the mycobacterial laboratory of the
This study included a total of 48 sputum samples during the period studied. These samples came from patients aged between 9 and 89 years old (mean 36.06); the sex ratio (M/F) was 2.35. Most of these samples came from patients with treatment failure (25%) or relapses (33.33%) (Figure 1). Thirteen (13) of these samples were tested only with the Xpert MTB/RIF, 16 were tested only with the LPA, and 19 were tested with both (Table 1). Of the samples tested with the Xpert MTB/RIF, one was found to be resistant to RMP, 10 were susceptible to RMP and the other two negative. The LPA identified 3 isolates as INH-R/RIF-R, 3 as INH-R/RIF-S, 9 as INH-S/RIF-R and 1 sample to be negative. By combining Xpert MTB/RIF and LPA results, two isolates (4.16%) susceptible to INH and resistant to RMP (INH-S/RIF-R) were identified (Table 1).

In total, 16 MDR isolates were detected (33.33%). The rates of resistance were high among patients with relapses (37.5% resistant to INH and 25% resistant to
RMP) or treatment failure (50% resistant to INH and 66.66% resistant to RMP) (Figure 1).

**DISCUSSION**

The emergence of resistance to antituberculous drugs is a major problem in most African countries (Sangaré et al., 2010). Two molecular techniques recommended by the WHO and suitable for use directly on samples and in laboratories in the field were used, because they do not require the extensive biosafety precautions needed for culture of the tuberculosis bacillus. In Senegal, the national resistance screening algorithm in use since 2014 involves the use of the Xpert MTB/RIF as the first-line diagnostic tool. Consequently, the NATP has equipped five regions (Kaolack, Saint Louis, Kolda, Fatick, and Diourbel) with Xpert MTB/RIF machines, to facilitate the detection of MDR strains (PNT, 2013). Most of our samples came from young male patients, as reported in other studies (Diop et al., 2014). Most presented treatment failure or relapse (58.33%), potentially accounted for the high frequency of MDR strain detection in this study (33.33%). Indeed, this frequency is higher than that reported for Senegal in 2010 (1% strains in new patients were MDR and 11% in treated patients) (Chevalier et al., 2010). However, it is lower than frequencies reported for the Central African Republic (40%) (Minime-Lingoupou et al., 2010), Burkina Faso (50.5%) (Sangaré et al., 2010) and Ivory Coast (79%) (Kouassi et al., 2004).

Some samples were positive for Ziehl-Neelsen staining, but tested negative with Xpert MTB/RIF or the LPA. This can be explained by the presence of a typical mycobacteria undetectable with these two techniques. Three INH-R/RIF-S isolates were identified, consistent with the suggestion that RMP is often the last antituberculous drug to be affected by resistance; note that the definition of multidrug resistance is the association of resistance to both RMP and INH (Kurbatova et al., 2012). Nevertheless, two isolates (4.16%) resistant to RMP were found, but susceptible to INH (RIF-R/INH-S). Other studies have reported the occurrence of such isolates, including that of Kurbatova et al. (2012), in which data from 14 supranational reference laboratories for cultures carried out in 112 laboratories in 80 countries were analyzed retrospectively. Isolates resistant to RMP and susceptible to INH were identified, with significantly lower levels of resistance to other first- and second-line antituberculous drugs (with the exception of rifabutin) than in MDR strains. A comparison of our results with published findings (Kurbatova et al., 2012) suggested that testing for resistance to RMP may not necessarily be the best approach to the diagnosis of probable MDR tuberculosis, with implications for the use of tests identifying only DNA mutations associated with RMP resistance (Kurbatova et al., 2012). Indeed, the two antibiotics considered here do not act on *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in the same way. INH has powerful bactericidal activity against *M. tuberculosis*. This prodrug is activated by the KatG enzyme of *M. tuberculosis*, a catalase-peroxidase (Brossier, 2011). INH inhibits the synthesis of the mycobacterial cell wall, leading to cell death. About 80% of the strains resistant to INH carry point mutations or partial or complete deletions of the *katG* gene. Resistance to RMP is conferred by mutations of the *rpoB* gene (Brossier, 2011; Prasad et al., 2014).

**Conclusion**

With Xpert MTB/RIF and the LPA, high levels of resistance to RMP and INH in the patients studied were found, most of whom suffered from treatment failure or relapse. Xpert MTB/RIF is a high-performance test that is simple to use and can facilitate the detection of strains resistant to RMP, particularly in developing countries. The findings of this study demonstrate that some strains may be resistant to RMP, but susceptible to INH (4.16% in our study), resulting in their misclassification as MDR strains if testing for MDR strains is based exclusively on resistance to RMP. It would therefore be useful, if possible, to test strains identified as resistant to RMP for resistance to INH.
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